
Dear Parents 
Happy New Year to you all and a warm welcome to 2024, which I believe will be a year
of increased blessings for all of us. 

At  the dawn of the new year, a sense of optimism permeates the atmosphere, reflecting
the abundant possibilities that lie ahead. The previous year highlighted our com�unity's
resilience, adaptability, and steadfast dedication to achieving educational excellence.

Beyond academic achievements, our focus this year extends to holistic education. We
aspire to cultivate essential life skills, character development and a sense of social
responsibility among our students. The goal is to create an environment where each
student feels empowered to explore passions, express creativity and discover individual
strengths.

Educators play a pivotal role in this journey, being mentors and catalysts for positive
change. For students, I encourage a mindset of openness to learning and a thirst for
knowledge. Engaging actively in extracurricular activities, collaborating with peers and
embracing challenges as opportunities for growth are key themes for this academic
year.

Parents, your partnership is invaluable, contributing significantly to the success and
well-being of our students. Together, let's create an educational environment where
curiosity is nurtured, diversity celebrated and each individual inspired to reach their
full potential.

With the collective efforts of our dedicated staff, engaged parents and enthusiastic
students, Dyal Singh Public School Sector-7 will continue to be a beacon of
educational excellence. Here's to a year of growth, achievement and transformative
learning experiences.

Best wishes for a successful and fulfilling academic year.

Warm regards
Shalini Narang
(Principal)
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ZEST DAY
Students of Grade XI showcased
their excellence at the 'Zest Day'
competition hosted by JMIT. Securing
second place, they earned a cash
prize of Rs. 5100, Silver Medal and
Certificate of Participation, proving
that success is the result of
dedication and teamwork.

Saini Samaj Bhawan Kurukshetra, Visual Myths, under Niti Aayog (Govt. of India),
organized a Mega Exhibition on 'Vision Haryana (आ��नभ�र भारत).' Led by mentor
Mr. Ravinder Yadav, students showcased a project on converting plastic into fuel,
contributing to Haryana's self-reliance vision. The event featured stalls by DRDO-
Chandigarh, NIC-National Informatics Centre, State Bank of India, and the
Government of Himachal Pradesh, fostering a platform for innovation and
collaboration.

Chandigarh University brought "Science on Wheels"
to Dyal Singh Public School, Sector 7, Karnal. It was  
attended by the Headmistress, Coordinators, Science
teachers and all the  students of Grade XIA and B.
This Bus Science Exhibition showcased models
highlighting fundamental physics and biology
concepts. Students delved into the applications
gaining a comprehensive understanding of their
curriculum.

VISION HARYANA

SCIENCE ON WHEELS



Sahodaya Inter  School
Dance Competition

Children Science Congress (District Level)
was organized by Haryana Vigyan Manch
at GMSSSS Model Town, Karnal. The event
witnessed remarkable contributions. Grade
IX-B's Syna Tandon and Ashmeet
showcased "Pawan-Power," a wind energy
harnessing technique for highways. Pragya
Agarwal from Grade VIII- C presented
"NandiShala," addressing cattle menace on
highways with a productive approach to
generate electricity. Guided by teachers
Ms. Neelam Sharma and Ms. Nidhi Sharma,
these young scientists made a mark in
scientific exploration.

SCIENTIFIC PROWESS
UNLEASHED

Guru Harkishan Public School
hosted an Inter-School Shabad
Gayan Competition. Under the

guidance of teachers 
Ms. Upma Rajpal and Ms. Neelam
Choudhary, our school  achieved
a consolation prize harmonizing

in the musical spirit.

Inter School Shabad
Gayan Competition

OPS School Sec-13  organized an Inter-school
Dance Competition under the auspices of

Sahodaya Schools.Our talented students under
the guidance of their mentors, Ms. Morley Sandhu

and Ms. Neelam Chaudhary,  showcased their
remarkable skills and dedication in the

competition and achieved the Second Prize.



Im�ersed in the world of French
language and culture, students of
Grade VI and VII, under the
guidance of Ms. Darshdeep,
showcased their linguistic prowess in
a captivating French Assembly. A
blend of eloquence, cultural insights
and captivating performances
enriched the learning experience.

ÉCLAT FRANCAIS: UNVEILING
LINGUISTIC BRILLIANCE IN THE

FRENCH ASSEMBLY

Hindi and Science Olympiad
was organised within the
school premises by Tohana
Rashtriya Shiksha Samiti. A
total of 400 students from
Grade IV to X participated
with great enthusiasm,
showcasing their passion for
learning and academic
excellence.

Hindi & Science Olympiad

SAHODAYA INTER-SCHOOL
ENGLISH POEM RECITATION
Dyal Singh Public School , Dyal Singh
Colony, Karnal, played host to English
Poem Recitation Competition under the

aegis of Sahodaya Schools Complex where
Sanchi, a student from Grade IX secured
the second position  and brought laurels
to the alma mater. The event witnessed
enthusiastic participation from over 30

schools of Karnal.



PUNEET SAGAR ABHIYAN
TRIUMPH 

CBSE SCIENCE EXHIBITION

Teachers engaged in enriching
professional development with

seminars on Critical
Thinking,Classroom Management,

Making Maths Fun and a winter special
STEM webinar by various publishing

houses like Headword, SAAR,
Mylestone, Eupheus and Inventant

Education etc. These sessions aimed to
elevate teaching strategies and create

dynamic learning atmosphere.

EDUCATIONAL EMPOWERMENT SERIES

7th Haryana Battalion NCC organized
the Puneet Sagar Abhiyan at Sainik

School Kunjpura, Karnal. Cadets Saryu
and Rigveda Singh from Grade X-A
showcased a compelling project on

‘Plastic Waste' under the able guidance
provided by their Science teachers
 Ms. Neelam Sharma and Ms. Nidhi

Sharma. The students received medals
and certificates from Battalion

Com�anding Officer Col. Naresh Arya on
NCC Day. They were also lauded by
 Adm Officer  Col. Nixon Harnel.

CBSE Science Exhibition was held at Saint
Soldier's School, Panchkula,featuring a
groundbreaking project from Grade  IX students
Akshika and Riddhima. Their creation,
"NandiShala," harnesses electricity from the
movement of stray cattle, offering sustainable
energy for electric vehicle charging stations
while addressing roadside cattle menace. Guided
by mentors  Ms. Neelam Sharma and Ms. Nidhi
Sharma, the students' ingenuity shone at the
regional level.



GOLDEN BRUSH AWARDS

SILVER ZONE OLYMPIAD

The students of Grade IVA & IVD
presented an enchanting one-act
play, unraveling the tale of true
friendship in "The Four Friends and
the Hunter." The profound moral
resonated, making it a resounding
success for both, the teachers as
well as students.

 GRADE IV A & IV D SHINE IN 
ONE-ACT PLAY

In the pursuit of excellence, Kyas of
Grade III secured the Second Prize, a
trophy and a Rs. 500/- cash prize.
Gurnaz of Grade VIII claimed Second
Position, earning a trophy, Dom's Kit,
school bag, Rs. 3000/- cash prize and
a certificate. Raghav, Kunal, Dhwani
and Kevin, honoured with consolation
certificates and trophies, added their
creative strokes to the vibrant
canvas.

In the realm of academic brilliance, Silver Zone
orchestrated the Little Star Olympiad for little
tutees of LKG and UKG . Under the guidance of
Ms. Kashmi, young minds enthusiastically
participated in the following subjects: 
English :42 Students , Maths 90 Students, Hindi 19
Students and EVS 14 Students , showcasing their
early academic prowess.



SAHODAYA INTER-SCHOOLYOGA COMPETITION
In the highly competitive Sahodaya
Inter-School Yoga Competition held at
Parth Public School, Gharunda, our
school emerged as the winner in all
categories. Keshav (X C) and Tiya (VI D)
clinched Gold Medal, while Simran (XC),
Tejas (VII D) and Lavansh (IV A) secured
Silver Medal. Aarohi (III E) bagged
Participation Certificate, contributing to
our overall success. Outshining 15
schools across different age groups, we
demonstrated excellence in yoga with a
notable winner in each category.

MIQ CHALLENGE: MAHE
B'LRU INTER- SCHOOL

QUIZ

Students from Grade IX & XI, guided by
Teacher Incharge Mr. Nikhil Sharma,

engaged in the Online Qualifier round of
MIQ, conducted by Manipal Academy of
Higher Education, Bangalore. The quiz
evaluated their prowess in General

Awareness, Current Affairs, Analytics and
Problem Solving Skills. The students

successfully qualified for the zonal level,
securing a com�endable position in the
top 200 among 2800 teams. Anticipation

builds as we eagerly await the results for
Zonal 1 . Fingers crossed for success!



GRADE II C AND II D EXPLORE
HEALTHY LIVING AND FAMILY

BONDS THROUGH CLASS
ASSEMBLY

SUMMITING HEIGHTS

The school auditorium came alive
with Grade IVB & IVC's one-act
play portraying the timeless tale
of 'Damon and Pythias'. The play
resonated the profound moral that
true friendship transcends
language, marking a splendid
success for both teachers and
students.

GRADE IV B & IV C SHOWCASE
TRUE FRIENDSHIP IN ONE-ACT PLAY

Students of II C championed "Eat
Healthy, Say No to Junk," while II D
delved into "Nuclear Family vs Joint
Family." The students conveyed the
message of the importance of
nutrition and family values through
engaging activities including poems,
small acts, songs and dances.

From November 13 to 22, 2023, organized by 78,
UK. Battalion NCC Haldwani, the trek to Ratighat
in Nainital witnessed the spirited participation

of two cadets, Mayank Bhardwaj and 
Arsh Yadav from Grade IX-D. Covering 50 kms,
the expedition culminated with an educational

trip to Nainital on November 20, fostering
resilience and camaraderie.



TRIUMPH IN JALANDHAR:
AASHI KASHYAP CLINCHES
DOUBLES' WINNER TROPHY

ACADEMIC BRILLIANCEUNVEILED: TUK-IAT MAINS
ROUND TRIUMPH

In the arena of melodious talent
at Bal Bhawan, Rewari, Khyat of
Grade VII-B,guided by teachers
 Ms. Upma Rajpal and Ms. Neelam
Choudhary, earned a participation
certificate.

KHYAT EARNS PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATE
IN STATE-LEVEL COMPETITION

Aashi Kasyap, a talented Grade
VIII- D student, emerged victorious
in the All India National Tennis
Series held in Jalandhar. She
showcased her prowess in the
Under-14 Girls' category, securing
the doubles winner trophy.

The students from Grade III-VIII , who
cleared the Prelims round, showcased their
prowess in the TUK-IAT Mains Round. Among
270 participants, 81 excelled, securing 16 Gold
Medals, 37 Silver Medals and 28 Bronze
Medals, illustrating outstanding academic
achievements.

STATE LEVEL SCIENCE QUIZ CONTEST
Grade  XII students Ayush Singh Rana, Advitiya
Sharma and Rihan participated in the State level
Science Quiz  organised  by the Department of
Science and Technology, Haryana and bagged

participation certificates. Additionally, they were
awarded prize money won at the Zonal level.



The Christmas Carnival unfolded with a grand opening by the Principal,
Ma'am Shalini Narang and Headmistress, Ma'am Madhu Grover. The

vibrant decorations by all the four houses set the festive mood,
complemented by diverse food stalls. Students and teachers reveled in

the spirited atmosphere relishing dance and song presentations. The
event marked a jubilant celebration for the entire school community.

Christmas
Carnival

A Joyful Extravaganza

Students of Grade I and II came dressed in red and
white for the Christmas celebration which included
information about Christmas, carol singing, poem
recitation  and play depicting the nativity scene.

Christmas celebration by
Pre Primary wing



VEER BAL DIWAS
COMMEMORATION:

INSPIRING SIKH HERITAGE

INSPIRING SIKH LEGACY FORYOUNG MINDS: VEER BAL
DIWAS CELEBRATION

The Principal, Ma'am Shalini
Narang along with teachers and
students from Grade VI-XII
actively participated in the
insightful "Pariksha Pe Charcha"
quiz. This engaging event fostered
a collective spirit of learning and
discussion.

PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA QUIZ
ENTHRALLS SCHOOL COMMUNITY

Grade I & II students were treated to the
epic tale of Chaar Sahibzaade, showcasing
Sikh history's rich tapestry. Focused on love,
compassion and sacrifice, the narrative
instills patience, strength and resilience,
nurturing virtues that endure.

Com�emoration of  Veer Bal Diwas saw the
solemn participation of students from
Grade III to IX. The event encompassed
various activities, including Shabad
Gayan, a screening of the Chaar
Sahibzade Movie and an interactive
session that shed light on the bravery of
Mata Gujar Kaur, Sahibzada Jorawar Singh
and Sahibzada Fateh Singh. Additionally,
the event featured a live stream of the
Prime Minister's session encouraging
students to embrace the principles of
social service and sacrifice inspired by
the teachings of Sikh Gurus.



In an insightful online webinar led by Sh. Himanshu
Gupta, IAS, Secretary CBSE, the 7th edition of Pariksha
Pe Charcha was explored. Participation modalities were
detailed for Principals, teachers, children and parents.
Navigating the ongoing MCQ competition (Dec 12, 2023,
to Jan 20, 2024), the livestream on YouTube offered a

comprehensive event overview.The webinar was
attended by Principal, Ma'am Shalini Narang,
Headmistress, Ma'am Madhu Grover,teachers,

students and parents.

CBSE WEBINAR ON "PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA  2024"
PARTICIPATION MODALITIES

A total of 1291 students appeared in Neltas
English Language Exam  from Grade II-VIII.
801  students have  qualified for the Grand
Finale round to be conducted in the month
of February.  The toppers from each class
were felicitated by  the Principal, Ma'am

Shalini Narang

SCHOLARLY ACHIEVEMENT: KARMANYA SANGWAN
OF GRADE  IX- D EXCELS IN HARVARD'S CS50x

COURSE

Congratulations to Karmanya Sangwan for
successfully completing the CS50x course from

Harvard University. His dedication, completing 10
problem sets, attending 9 lab sessions and
presenting a final project, earned him a

certificate of completion from David J. Malan. The
school recognized his outstanding effort by

awarding him a book on Artificial Intelligence.

FELICITATION OF NELTAS TOPPERS



The "Shades of Life on Canvas" event was
recently hosted by The Modern School ,
Sonipat. In which Manveer of Grade III

secured the First Prize while Dhreeti from
Grade V clinched the Second Prize. Bhuvi
and Shanvi from Grade VII achieved the
First and Third Prize respectively. Ritika
Pannu from Grade IX received the First
Prize. Raghav, a Grade X student, earned
the Second Prize in the competition. The
success at the event was ensured by the

dedicated efforts of the Teachers Incharge,
Ms. Beenu Singh and Ms. Kajal.

SHADES OF LIFE ON CANVAS

EMPOWERING EDUCATORS: STRESS
MANAGEMENT SESSION BY MS. ANJALI SINGH

A Session on Stress Management was conducted by
Ms. Anjali Singh for the educators. Ms. Singh explored

stress types and triggers. The session highlighted
stress reduction techniques including mindfulness
and deep breathing with practical demonstrations.

Discussions were carried out on self-care practices
and stress-relieving hormones  to empower teachers
to prioritize their well-being fostering a healthier

and more resilient educational com�unity.


